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A lunch program is a benefit that thousands of companies in North
America are offering their employees today. Some companies
provide weekly lunches, while others will provide monthly lunches.
In rare cases, employers will provide daily lunches for their
employees. Lunch programs are often facilitated with the help of a
local catering company.
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hat are the benefits?
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ffering food for your employees has many benefits. According to
a study conducted by Peapod of over 1000 workers, people were
11% happier when free food was offered in the workplace.
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How much should I spend on a lunch program?
pending on your office lunch program is super flexible. Companies of all different sizes take different approaches to running a
program like this. Office catering budgets can vary depending on your menu and city, however a typical office catering budget is
$15-$20 / team member.
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All lunch programs start
somewhere Some teams will
begin with offering a smaller or
more sporadic lunch program
that employees appreciate.
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ost offices will spend between
$15 to $20 per team member
each week, to provide their team
members with lunches as a
treat.
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ome offices will make sure
their employees food needs are
completely taken care of at
work. Shopify and Twitter both
provide in office kitchen
programs to take this burden off
employees.
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How can I provide this benefit to my remote workers?
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Determine your schedule
& ammount

Decide on which vendors
to allow, or leave total
freedom!

Set up ACH & get started

Determine a schedule and amount
each employee will receive.

Decide where you would like to
allow your employees to spend
their lunch program stipend.

Connect with Hoppier through
ACH payments, to start funding
this program. process and we will
provide you with a link to send out
to all of your employees so they
can access their stipend.

Ready to get started?
Take advantage of our free 30 day trial with Hoppier Flex here.
Book a call

Lunch program vendors available through Hoppier
Hoppier supports 100’s of vendors & can help you with any custom additions

